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I.

Introduction
The Cemetery serves Vorarlberg, the industrialised westernmost state of Austria, where over eight
percent of the population is Muslim. It finds inspiration in the primordial garden. It is delineated by
roseate concrete walls in an alpine setting and consists of five staggered, rectangular grave-site
enclosures and a structure housing assembly and prayer rooms. The principal materials used were
exposed reinforced concrete for the walls and oak wood for the ornamentation of the entrance facade
and the interior of the prayer space. The visitor is greeted by, and must pass through, the
congregation space with its wooden latticework in geometric Islamic patterns. The space includes
ablution rooms and assembly rooms in a subdued palette that give onto a courtyard. The prayer room
on the far side of the courtyard takes up the latticework theme with Kufic calligraphy in metal mesh
on the qibla wall.

II.

Contextual Information

A.

Brief historical background
In 2012 Austria celebrated the 100th jubilee of its “Islamic law”, issued in 1912 following the AustroHungarian annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. This law recognised Sunni (Hanafi) Muslims as a
religious community and guaranteed them the same religious rights as those of the Empire’s other
recognised religions. Though the Islamic community in Austria has had a long history, only recently
have burials according to the Islamic rite become possible. The Islamic cemetery in Altach is the first
constructed in the Austrian province of Vorarlberg, and the second Islamic cemetery ever
constructed in the whole of Austria. (The first was built in Vienna in 2008.)
Today, Altach Cemetery serves the 38,000 Muslims who live in Vorarlberg (over eight percent of the
local population) andwho constitute the second largest religious group after Catholics. The Muslim
community in Vorarlberg is predominantly comprised of Turkish immigrants who came to
Vorarlberg in the 1960s as “migrant workers”; Bosnian Muslims who sought refuge in Austria
during the Yugoslav wars in the 1990s; and immigrants from Chechnya, from various North African
countries and from south-east Asia, who came to the region in the last two decades.
Muslims in Vorarlberg used to be buried at individual cemeteries, with no Islamic burial rituals, or
were transported to their countries of origin, a process that was long, expensive and bureaucratically
complex. The available burial sites at the time were an extension of existing cemeteries (Vienna,
Linz, Innsbruck, Graz and so on). The first independent Islamic cemetery was opened in Vienna in
2008, with an enclosed boundary serving the town. According to the last census in 2001, burial is in
legal terms a communal matter, and every municipality has to offer its inhabitants a burial option. In
contrast, Altach Cemetery serves the whole Vorarlberg province. This new arrangement came about
after many years of participatory discussions involving the Vorarlberg Association of Municipalities,
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the State Government, the Islamic communities and such institutions as the Catholic Church and
okay.zusammen leben/Advice Centre for Immigration and Integration. This cemetery – operated by
Altach on behalf of the other Vorarlberg municipalities – is open to Muslims from all of
Vorarlberg’s 96 municipalities, crossing municipal boundaries and giving them equal rights to be
buried according to Islamic rituals.
During the inaugural ceremony of this project in 2012, Fuat Sanac, president of the Austrian Islamic
religious community, addressed several hundred people, describing what this project means for
Muslim immigrants in Austria, pointing to the shifting relationship between Muslim immigrants and
the dominant society in their adopted country. As he put it: “Homeland is the place where we would
like to find our final resting place.”
B.

Local architectural character, including prevalent forms and materials
Altach in Vorarlberg, the industrialised westernmost state of Austria, has the second highest
population density after Vienna. It exhibits a mixture of spruce forests, mountains, meadows, scenic
panoramas, rolling fields, traditional Maiensäss houses, contemporary timber architecture, historical
Baroque churches, and faceless shopping centres and industrial parks. Vorarlberg is rich in
craftspeople, relying on age-old techniques as well as inventing new ones.

C.

Climatic conditions
The Arlberg Pass is a climatic divide and a watershed. Due to westerly winds from Lake Constance
in the north-west, the climate is mainly Atlantic, causing heavy precipitation in the north-west region
(three times more than in inner-Alpine basins); the highest annual precipitation is recorded at Bödele
in the Bregenzerwald Mountain Region (2,366 millimetres as compared with 1,493 millimetres at
Dornbirn). The Atlantic west winds guarantee large amounts of snow in winter and, partly due to
Lake Constance, moderate differences in temperature: winters are mild, summers are rather cool.
The warmest regions are the Rhine Valley and the Lake Constance region. The Lechtal Valley and
the Montafon Valley are two of the sunniest regions of Austria in winter; the densely populated
Rhine Valley is often covered with thick fog. Another characteristic of the Vorarlberg climate is the
foehn, a warm wind blowing mainly through the Walgau and Rhine Valleys.

D.

Immediate surroundings of the site
The cemetery is located along the federal road L 190 between the municipalities of Hohenems and
Götzis, situated outside settlements on the peripheries of the two districts. Nearby are the historical
Jewish cemetery and some industrial activities and factories, and it is surrounded mainly by flat
green fields with, in the background, mountain heights increasing to the east and south.

E.

Topography
The topography of the site is generally flat, and unsuitable soil properties posed a major concern at
the very start of the project; hence a careful preparation of the soil and a method of construction were
studied.
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III.

Programme

A.

History of the inception of the project
The opening of the cemetery in June 2012 was preceded by a process lasting several years, in which
many people were involved.
In autumn 2003 the initial idea was born: Islamic communities and immigrant associations in
Vorarlberg joined forces to discuss the establishment of burial facilities for Muslims and founded the
initiatory group “Islamic Cemetery” (Initiativgruppe Islamischer Friedhof).
The subsequent process was guided and mediated by Eva Grabherr, an academic expert in history
and Jewish studies, and founding director of okay.zusammen leben, an information and advisory
centre on immigration and integration issues in Vorarlberg, and published by Elisabeth Dörler,
expert in Islamic affairs in Vorarlberg and official representative for the Islamic affairs body of the
Catholic Church of Vorarlberg, in the study “A Burial Site for Muslims in Vorarlberg”. The study
was meant to provide the basis for a decision-making process and was published in autumn 2004.
In the same year, the Bregenz Islamic religious community of the Islamic community in Austria
(IGGIÖ) and the initiatory group “Islamic Cemetery” put forward a motion to the Vorarlberg state
government for the construction of a cemetery. Since cemeteries fall under the jurisdiction of local
authorities, the Vorarlberg Association of Municipalities took charge of the matter. Between 2004
and 2005, the Vorarlberg Association of Municipalities initiated a study group to formulate a
“position paper recommending a burial site for Muslim men and women in Vorarlberg”.
The decision-making process of the municipalities concerning the location of a first burial site, not
an easy task, occurred in 2006: the municipality of Altach voluntarily approached the project
initiators to propose a plot of land along the L 190 road between Hohenems and Götzis as an option
for the construction of a single site. On 28 November 2006 Altach council unanimously decided to
sell this plot to the Vorarlberg Association of Municipalities for the construction of an Islamic
cemetery. In June 2008 the Association of Municipalities acquired the 8,500-square-metre plot.
Following that, an architectural competition by invitation was launched, the office of Bernardo Bader
office was commissioned, and the process of planning and implementation phases followed.
In 2010 the municipality of Altach assumed official trusteeship for the cemetery, where Muslim
citizens from all of Vorarlberg’s municipalities and of all Islamic denominations can be buried. Since
2012, the SILA funeral home in Hohenems – which has organised the repatriation of deceased
Muslims for years – has been in charge of administering the cemetery.

B.

How were the architects and specialists chosen?
In September 2007 an architectural competition by invitation was launched and the Bernardo Bader
architectural office in Dornbirn, Austria, designed the winning project. Bader’s design was favoured
over more traditional ideas, hence he was commissioned with planning the site. In the following
years, the architectural office was supported in the planning and implementation phases by a working
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group of citizens with expert knowledge (working group “Construction” / “Arbeitsgruppe Bau”) who
dealt with specific questions relating to the construction of an Islamic cemetery. Imams of Islamic
communities in Vorarlberg provided support about questions of ritual. Azra Akšamija, a Bosnianborn Austrian Muslim architect and artist, was commissioned with the design of the small prayer
room. Her idea for the qibla wall and prayer rugs was executed in close collaboration with the
project architect.
C.

General programme objectivities
The general programme objectives were to have a cemetery following Islamic burial rituals that
would be and to be beneficial to everyone in the province of the Vorarlberg.

D.

Functional requirements
An Islamic cemetery was to be built on the road L 190 between Hohenems and Götzis, on part of the
8000-square-metre total area available (Gst. No. 2945, land Altach). The first stage envisaged that
the cemetery should cover approximately 4,000 to 6,000 square metres while the remaining area
would be planned in a second stage.
The cemetery comprises burial areas for 700 graves, a facility for ritual washing, a covered area for
taking leave of the deceased and a small prayer room. Graves must face Mecca.
The architect’s brief and planning guidelines:
• burial ground:
- orientation of the tombs to Mecca (the corpse lies facing the direction of Mecca);
- there are only family graves;
- to ensure the privacy of the tomb means that there should be limited access to the surface area
in its entirety;
- only single graves were to be built;
- burial fields and built area should be separate from each other, and not integrated, to ensure
the tranquillity of the graveyard
• premises:
- a space for ritual washing (a basin for the deceased in the presence of a maximum of five
people in the room);
- site for laying out a maximum of two deceased;
- laundry facilities for mourners (capacity of four to eight people) in connection with sanitary
facilities;
- sanitary facilities for visitors; the facilities are open only during funerals or on special
holidays;
- a small place of worship (masjid = chapel) for the private prayers of five to 10 people;
- a weather-protected area for about 50 people for congregational prayer (not a closed space);
- a well, optionally, in the field (will be built only in case of sponsorship).
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• other parts of the plant:
- entry and exit to the road L 190;
- parking for between 35 and 40 cars;
- enclosure

IV.

Description

A.

Building data
•
•
•
•
•
•

number of graves:
total site area (square metres):
ground-floor graveyard (square metres):
ground-floor building (square metres):
volumetry of the building (cubic metres):
volumetry of the building heated (cubic metres):

700–750
8,415 m²
4,235 m²
468 m²
1,980 m³
484 m³

The ground-floor building (468 m²) comprises a space for ritual washing, a room for laying out on
site a maximum of two deceased, sanitary facilities for visitors, a small place of worship (masjid)
and a weather-protected area for about 50 people for congregational prayer (not a closed space).
B.

Evolution of design concepts

1.

Response to physical constraints
The existing clay soil was too soft and humid for building and inappropriate for burials.
Consequently, this soil had to be removed and replaced with one containing more sand and gravel,
which was then left to settle for a year before construction work on the site could begin.
The project is currently situated on 4,235 square metres of the initial plot of 8,415 square metres, so
there is provision for possible future expansion of the cemetery on the plot, in addition to the
surrounding fields reserved by the municipality of Altach.
The project layout consists of linear rectangular fingers, taking into consideration afuture expansion.

2.

Response to user requirements
The architect worked with the idea of the cemetery as a primordial garden: to demarcate a portion of
land to cultivate and to set off from its surroundings. This idea was architecturally translated into a
lattice-like system of light-red, exposed, concrete walls of varying heights, embedded in the marshy
terrain and enclosing distinct burial areas. Five “finger-shaped” grave fields allow for the ritually
correct orientation towards Mecca, as well as for phased occupancy. The need to accommodate the
requirements of an Islamic cemetery, such as the ritual washing of the dead and the simple burial,
was addressed with an adequate provision of spaces arranged in an open and clear plan.
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The delicate mesh of light-red concrete walls patterned by formwork surrounds both the burial fields
and the built facilities. The cemetery’s main entrance is perpendicular to a long outer wall; the visitor
is welcomed by an ornamental opening in the wall, which bears a wooden lattice featuring Islamic
geometric patterns in an octagonal motif. Crossing the threshold, the visitor enters a partially roofed
space large enough to accommodate a congregation and a crowd of mourners. This space opens onto
the courtyard and is characterised by a lively play of light and shadow.
3.

Purely formal
In the prayer room (masjid), a prayer niche (mihrab) contains a window facing Mecca. Azra
Akšamija was assigned to design the qibla mihrab wall and the rug carpets. The qibla wall was
executed in the form of three stainless-steel mesh curtains covered with an array of wooden shingles.
These curtains are positioned parallel to the wall and the mihrab window at different distances, an
arrangement that emulates a prayer niche with the muqarnas. The qibla wall appears like a wooden
shingle wall, which resonates with Vorarlberg’s local architectural tradition. Arranged in the
direction of Mecca, orthogonal to the window, the visitor has a clear view of the surrounding fields,
which symbolically reiterates the notion of the mihrab as a gateway to the afterlife.
At eye level, an array of gold-coated shingles is arranged more densely to spell out the words
“Allah” and “Mohammed” in Kufic script. Since the shingle curtains also function as blinds, they
break the light, making it more dramatic and emphasising the architectural significance of light in
mosque architecture.
Six prayer rugs (kilims) with long, alternating beige-and-brown coloured stripes indicate prayer
rows. Their pattern reiterates the rhythm of the shingles from the qibla wall. The colour gradient of
the carpets increases the perception of spatial depth, brightening in the direction of Mecca and
continuing the theme of the directionality of prayer and the purity of the prayer space.

4.

Landscaping
The grave fields are edged with walls that create distinct spaces, yet, in continuous flow, the walls
are deliberately cut open to bring the surrounding landscape inside. These walls are of different
heights, relatively higher as the main road is approached to give a feeling of enclosure yet still open
to the landscape, whereas towards the mountains, the walls are lower to the ground, embedded in the
fields.
The first two graves amid the grey gravel surfaces have already been occupied. There are small
wooden tables, a few flowers, no grave decorations; near-by rectangular planted areas of dry grass –
as a “docking island” for the next grave field; and an adjacent area offering a place to sit.
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C.

Structure, materials, technology

1.

Structural systems
A system of pylons for the foundations of the building addresses the issue of the clay soil. The
building walls are reinforced concrete and concrete construction.

2.

Materials
Structural members
The principal materials used were exposed reinforced concrete for the walls and oak wood for the
ornamentation of the entrance facade and the interior of the prayer space.
Special attention was paid to the appearance of the exposed concrete, the design of which evolved
from advances made in structural and material technology involving the colouring and design of
formwork patterns. To achieve the desired colour tone, 10 wall samples were tinted by mixing black
and red pigments in different ratios. The final tone was chosen based on the wall’s appearance at the
site, the aim being to create a contrast between the colours of the surrounding cliffs, the fields and
the architecture. The texture of the exposed concrete walls was created through a particular
arrangement of formwork planks of varying thicknesses and widths. The surfaces of the exterior
walls reflect the texture of the rough-sawn boards used for the formwork (in three different
thicknesses), while the inner surfaces remained smooth and plain. In this way, a subtle distinction
was made between the interior and exterior walls.
The use of wood was important in evoking the local building traditions of Vorarlberg, a region
known for its woodcraft. For the wooden lattice ornament in the entrance wall, oak was crafted using
both traditional carpentry and mechanical techniques. The individual wooden boards were first
milled with computer numerical control (CNC) machines and then linked without glue or screws
using conventional carpentry techniques. Wood played an important role in the design of the prayer
space interior, which is entirely clad in white-stained wood. For the qibla wall, fir wood shingles
with a natural finish were used. Following unsatisfactory tests with traditional planed shingles, it was
decided to use machine-cut shingles, which allowed for better precision and legibility of the curtainwall pattern and its calligraphy. The individual shingles are invisibly jointed to one another with
small bolts. Pierced tightly through the mesh of the stainless-steel curtains at two points, the bolt
connections provide a rigid and stable positioning of the shingles perpendicular to the mesh. This
was important for the animated appearance of the overall pattern that simultaneously managed to
maintain the textile look of the curtains.
Infill materials
See above.
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Rendering and finishes
•
•
•
•
3.

coloured reinforced concrete:
oak wood:
chalked silver fir wood:
brass:

floor, walls, roof
ornament wall, doors
cladding – prayer room
installation, door handles

Construction technology
One of the biggest technical challenges on the project was the creation of jointless floor and wall
surfaces, since all the reinforced concrete was exposed. Hence, the pouring of concrete and the
execution of the individual building operations had to be conducted without visible construction
joints. As this type of concrete construction inevitably leads to the formation of cracks, structural
problems were minimised through the insertion of additional steel reinforcements, as well as careful
preparation of the soil.

4.

Building services, site utilities
Not relevant.

D.

Origin of

1.

Technology
• traditional proven craftsmanship executed in Vorarlberg;
• concrete work done with wooden boards.

2.

Materials
• all the ingredients for the concrete from Vorarlberg;
• oak wood from the south of France;
• carpets from Sarajevo.

3.

Labour force
All companies and hand craftsman are locals from the province of Vorarlberg.
Only the prayer carpets (kilims) were hand woven in a specialised kilim workshop, the “Association
for the Preservation of the Bosnian Kilim”, based in Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina. The choice
of the workshop was significant not only because it addressed the cultural origins of the Bosnian
Muslim communities in Vorarlberg, but also because it contributed in this way to preserving the craft
in Bosnia and Herzegovina, where war in the 1990s inflicted massive destruction on cultural
heritage. The workshop employs women who were victims of the war, and for whom working in the
craft serves as a form of trauma recovery. The Islamic cemetery in Altach also recognised the
importance of such humanitarian efforts.
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4.

Professionals
• client:
• architect:
• contractors:
• artist:
• structural engineering:
• others:

the municipality of Altach, the mayor of Altach, Gottfried Brändle;
Bernardo Bader, Dornbirn/Vorarlberg/Austria;
Thomas Marte (master builder/construction supervision)
Dornbirn, Austria;
Azra Akšamija, artist and designer of the prayer room,
the masijd’s interior and the installation of the qibla wall;
Merz Kley Partner – Gordian Kley;
“Association for the Preservation of the Bosnian Kilim”,
based in Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, founded by the artist
and rug specialist Amila Smajović, for the hand-woven prayer
carpets (kilims).

V.

Construction Schedule and Costs

A.

History of project design and implementation
•
•
•
•
•
•

B.

September 2007:
June 2008:
2008–11:
2010:
December 2011:
2 June 2012:

national architectural competition by invitation was launched
commissioned
design, planning and application for building permit
start of construction work
occupancy
opening of the cemetery

Total costs
Total cost of construction:

2,289,000 EUR / 2,982,681.45 USD

Funding
Vorarlberg municipalities, state of Vorarlberg, donations from the Islamic communities of
Vorarlberg, burial and grave fees and charges.
C.

Comparative costs
Not relevant.

D.

Qualitative analysis of costs
Cost per square metre (building):
Cost per square metre (graveyard):

2,445 EUR / 3,185.96 USD
270 EUR / 351.80 USD
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E.

Maintenance costs
Calculation based on the assumption of 40 burials and 90 repatriations (using the washing room for
ritual washing): c. 84,000 EUR / 109,456.20 USD per year.

F.

Ongoing costs and “life performance” of building
Very low life-cycle costs.

VI.

Technical Assessment

A.

Functional assessment
The subtle simplicity of the cemetery’s design and its interaction with the surrounding nature provide
a calm and dignified place for spiritual contemplation and mourning. It is a very open and clearly
laid out overall concept. Five rectangular-shaped fields stretching from the main road to the ridge,
oriented towards Mecca – comprising 700 graves – and an elongated rectangular building. Pragmatic
and with very little symbolism, the project is simply and unobtrusively integrated into the landscape.
The building’s spatial organisation and way-finding are clear. The visitor enters a partially roofed
space large enough to accommodate a congregation and a crowd of mourners. This space opens into
the courtyard and is characterised by a lively play of light and shadow coming from an ornamental
marquetry – on a wall – bearing an octagonal motif in accordance with Islamic tradition. This subtle
filter between indoor and outdoor and a small prayer space (masjid) are essentially for the identity
and recognition of the place.
The single volume of the building that houses the functional requirements of an Islamic cemetery,
such as the ritual washing of the dead and the simple burial, are addressed with an adequate
provision of spaces arranged in this open plan.
The concrete walls embedded in the terrain create different spaces – though all the same size – for
the graves, which are oriented towards Mecca. Each of these spaces has an area dedicated to the
graves and an adjacent area offering a place to sit. (The concept for the enclosed spaces adheres to
the same theme.)
The cemetery is operated and maintained by the municipality of Altach.

B.

Climatic performance
The building seems well-adapted to its climate, in terms of its massing and materials. The openness
of the plan – semi-courtyard open to the grave fields – definitely maximises daylight, reducing
energy use and thermal performance as well as encouraging natural ventilation. The southern facade
with the ornamental wood motifs feeds natural light and ventilation to the inside areas.
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All rooms are flooded with natural light except for the lavatory and storage; the room for ritual
washing has an integrated rooftop skylight to provide daylight. With the orientation of the rooms no
sun control is needed.
The architect integrated an extremely economical operating costs solution: thermal energy recovery
from the ground by using the foundations, consisting of pilotis, for heating and cooling only the
rooms most in need, which are connected to the system; the prayer room (masjid) is one of them.
C.

Response to treatment of water and rainfall
Landscaping surfaces and parking are mostly gravel beds and plantings.
The concrete flooring on the inside of the building has a concealed discharge system. Site drainage
does not appear to be a problem.
Regarding the flat roof covered with gravel, there are ordinary drainage openings into the facade
around the edge of the building with pebble-based collecting gutters.

D.

Environmental response
The project is very sensitive to the site; almost no modifications have been made to the surrounding
meadow, or in any case were carefully restored.

E.

Choice of materials, level of technology
The choice of materials and construction technique suits the design concept, the programme, the
climate and the economics of the project.
Durable materials were used that can weather the climate. The palette of material is simple and
beautiful: coloured concrete walls and floors, and roof given texture and scale by hand-crafted
formwork; oak wood ornamental wall screens and doors in natural colours; chalked silver fir paint
wood cladding the prayer room and some brass elements, door handles, accessories, etc..
Regarding the concrete walls, the holes left by the formwork ties were carefully filled and pose no
distraction. The differing surface treatment of the concrete creates a subtle difference between the
interior and the exterior. The outer walls are imprinted with the texture of the rough-sawn boards in
the three different thicknesses used for the formwork.
Small cracks in the concrete were considered acceptable, and, thanks to the positioning of the
reinforcement, there are no larger cracks. First the walls were poured the entire height; then the
ceilings; and then the concrete floors inside the building were completed.
The ornamentation of the wooden Islamic motifs screen was done by specialists in traditional
Vorarlberg timberwork (without visible construction joints).
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F.

Response to, and planning for, emergency situations
There is direct access between every room and the secure outside space; no proactive measure
against floods was deemed necessary.

G.

Ageing and maintenance problems
The selection of materials and the rigorous detailing (both inside and outside) took longevity,
durability and maintenance-free design into due consideration.

H.

Design features
The majority of these issues have been discussed in other sections. It is clear that the project’s
external proportions and features are carefully located and integrated into the surrounding landscape.
The facilities function in a very efficient and pleasant manner.

I.

Impact of the project on the site
Nearly no changes were made to the site. As mentioned in the previous section, the existing ground
was consolidated and the unsuitable clay soil was removed and replaced with one containing more
sand and gravel for the graveyard; it was left to settle for a year before construction on site.

J.

Durability and long-time viability of the project
The durability aspects are covered in other sections. The cemetery falls under the jurisdiction of the
municipality of Altach, which operates and maintains it.

K.

Interior design furnishing
The simplicity of the structural materials (concrete, wood) is offset on the interior; the Islamic motif
wood wall, the smooth texture of the concrete and the lighting create a warm and intimate effect
inside.
Every item and detail was thoughtfully designed and crafted: the details of the lighting fixtures and
the built-in ceiling lights positioned in ring-shaped recesses that were carefully integrated into the
ceiling slab to provide an additional source of light.
As a detail of the qibla wall-curtain, the individual shingles are invisibly jointed to one another with
small bolts. The details are simple and appropriate to the building.
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VII.

Users

A.

Description of those who use or benefit from the
Muslims from all Vorarlberg municipalities and of all religious denominations of Islam. Muslims
came to the province in general as working migrants (“guest workers”) from poor rural parts of their
origin countries (Turkey, Serbia, Bosnia and so on). They still form, in general, a socially
disadvantaged group. First signs of developing into a middle-class group can be noticed.

B.

Response to project by clients, users, community, etc.

1.

What do architectural professionals and the cultural “intelligentsia” think about the project?
In November 2012 the project was awarded the International 2012 Piranesi Award and has also been
nominated for two other prestigious international awards: the DETAIL Prize 2012 and the 2013
European Union Prize for Contemporary Architecture Mies van der Rohe Award.

2.

What is the popular reaction to the project?
There was little public criticism of the cemetery project during the years of planning and
construction. If there was any criticism, it was in reaction to reports in the media or at public
information meetings and mostly focused on the following points:
• the construction of a cemetery for Muslims: one side interpreted this as an attempt by Muslims to
segregate themselves from Christians; the other side interpreted this as attempts by the Christian
majority society to segregate Muslims;
• the remoteness of the burial grounds: some people argued that this was characteristic of the social
marginalisation of Muslims and would reinforce this;
• additional space requirements due to the religious requirements for burials in the ground.
These critical points were uttered and mentioned by the intellectual and the more general population.
There was no critical response to the project after the opening. Gottfried Brändle, mayor of Altach,
often says (and even with surprise) that he does not receive any critical remarks from the village
people. At the opening, thousands of people came to see the cemetery, Muslims and non-Muslims;
the non-Muslim population in particular from the vicinity.
Many people are interested in guided tours. Concerning the user-group, that is, the Muslim
population, in the words of Eva Grabherr: “We know that there are discussions within the families.
The first generation Muslims still tends to be repatriated after death (Muslims of Turkish
descendants more than Muslims from Bosnia). The second generation Muslims favour the cemetery
here – also for burying their parents.”
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3.

What do neighbours and those in the immediate vicinity think about the project?
Other provinces and principalities are interested in the process (federal state of Tyrol, Liechtenstein).
The initiator of the project received invitations to talk about the project in seminars (DonauUniversity Krems/Course on Migration Management) and in conferences.

VIII.

Persons Involved
There was a tremendous team spirit among the people involved in the project (both within the
individual teams, and in terms of cooperation between formal and informal initiators).
The client
Gemeinde Altach, Immobilienverwaltungs, the municipality of Altach. Gottfried Brändle, mayor of
Altach.
The client voluntarily approached the project initiators and declared that it would make a special
contribution towards the realisation of this project by accepting the local government trusteeship of
the project and offering a plot in Altach, which the Association of Local Authorities in Vorarlberg
purchased in 2006. The meant that the project in Altach can serve the whole province of Vorarlberg
(whereas other municipalities were more than reluctant to take on such a responsibility), which
consequently made it possible for the 93 Muslim communities in 96 municipalities to have equal
rights in burial rituals. The mayor of Altach took a political risk and invested in the people and the
project, coping successfully with the challenge.
The Architect
Bernardo Bader, Dornbirn, Austria.
The project initiators and mediators in the decision-making and construction process
Due to the nature of the project and lack of organisational structures within the local Islamic
communities and association, a working group was created to support the realisation of the project.
Among these members, the following made a significant contribution:
• Eva Grabherr (okay.zusammen leben/Advice Centre for Immigration and Integration, www.okayline.at);
• members of the study group, who in 2004/2005 – on behalf of the Vorarlberg Association of
Municipalities – formulated the “position paper recommending a burial site for the Muslim men
and women in Vorarlberg”;
• members of the working group “Construction”, who supported the architects during the planning,
implementation and construction phases;
• Attila Dincer (spokesman of the initiatory group “Islamic Cemetery”);
• artist: Azra Akšamija, artist and designer of the prayer room, the masijd’s interior and the
installation of the qibla wall;
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• consultants: Merz Kley Partner – Gordian Kley (structural engineering);
• local construction supervisor: Thomas Marte (master builder), Dornbirn, Austria;
• craftsmen: “Association for the Preservation of the Bosnian Kilim,” based in Sarajevo, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, founded by the artist and rug specialist Amila Smajović, for the hand-woven
prayer carpets (kilims). The workshop is committed to fostering research and preserving and
reproducing traditional Bosnian kilims, which are a historical product of diverse Islamic and local
weaving traditions. The choice of the workshop was significant not only because it addressed the
cultural origins of the Bosnian Muslim communities in Vorarlberg, but also because it contributed
in this way to preserving the craft in Bosnia and Herzegovina, where war in the 1990s inflicted
massive destruction on cultural heritage. The workshop employs women who were victims of the
war, and for whom working in the craft serves as a form of trauma recovery. The Islamic
cemetery in Altach also recognised the importance of such humanitarian efforts.
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The cemetery is delineated by roseate concrete walls in an alpine setting and consists of five staggered,
rectangular grave-site enclosures and a structure housing assembly and prayer rooms.

The grave fields are edged with walls that create distinct spaces, yet, in continuous flow, the walls are
deliberately cut open to bring the surrounding landscape inside.

The walls are of different heights, relatively higher as the main road is approached to give a feeling
of enclosure yet still open to the landscape, whereas towards the mountains, the walls are lower to the
ground, embedded in the fields.

The visitor is greeted by, and must pass through, the congregation space with its wooden latticework in
geometric Islamic patterns.

The use of wood was important in
evoking the local building traditions
of Vorarlberg. For the wooden lattice
ornament in the entrance wall, oak was
crafted using both traditional carpentry
and mechanical techniques.

The single volume of the building that houses the functional requirements of an Islamic cemetery, such
as the ritual washing of the dead and the simple burial, are addressed with an adequate provision of
spaces.

The qibla wall was executed in the form of three stainless-steel mesh curtains covered with an array of
wooden shingles.

At eye level, an array of gold-coated shingles is arranged more densely to spell out the words “Allah”
and “Mohammed” in Kufic script.

